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Summary
In the past, people built homes from the raw materials that were 
available around them. This included reeds and straw for the con-
struction of roofs. The entrepreneur Jānis Pucitis identified an 
opportunity to set up a new business based on this traditional, en-
vironmentally friendly and energy-efficient solution. He used CAP 
support from LEADER to purchase the necessary equipment and 
machinery for cutting and processing the organic reeds he uses 
as raw material for his trade.

Project results
 > A new business was created, ensuring an increased income and 

employment for the beneficiary.

 > Two young people were hired as apprentices, to pass on this 
ancient and historically important craft.

 > The use of organic reeds and straw for roofs has several climate 
and environmental benefits, including the reduction of green-
house gas emissions, increased carbon sequestration and con-
servation, and the preservation of biodiversity.

Key lessons and recommendations
 > This LEADER project showed how to create new sustainable rural 

employment in environmentally friendly business activities.

 > It also demonstrated that the preservation of traditional crafts 
and skills preserves cultural heritage in rural areas.

Context
Only a few centuries ago, in Latvia and across Europe, very different 
materials were used for roofing. These included straw, reed, shingle 
or chip roofs, and the reason for this diversity was simply because 
people used whatever was available in their area. Nowadays this is 
no longer the case, and the skills to make use of these local, natural 
materials are being lost.
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EAFRD-funded projects

Production of straw and reed bundles for roofing material in Latvia
Latvian LEADER funds help rural entrepreneur revive traditional reed and straw roofing craft skills.
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Jānis Pucitis realised that there was no company in his local dis-
trict providing a sustainable roof-building service, and therefore 
decided to set one up, specialising in straw and reed, which are 
environmentally friendly and energy-efficient roofing solutions. In 
order to establish his business he travelled to Sweden to acquire 
the necessary knowledge and skills from a practicing craftsman.

As conventional agriculture often uses technologies that limit the 
height of cereal crop stems, Jānis is obliged to use organically 
grown “Kaupo” rye straw to construct his thatched roofs.

This variety can grow up to two meters long, which is the optimum 
length for a high-quality straw roof.

Jānis cooperates with nearby farms through an agreement. The 
farms grow organic rye for baking bread, and they provide him 
with the straw. Jānis harvests the rye grown by the farmers him-
self, threshes it and prepares straw bundles to use as roofing ma-
terial. He then returns the grain to the farmers.

In order for the straw to be used for roofing, it is very important 
that it is cut and threshed properly. The straw must not be broken 
or damaged, as otherwise it will not be able to provide protection 
against the weather. Jānis needed to purchase a special mower 
for this purpose.

Objectives
The aim of this LEADER project was to support the development 
of a new rural business through the purchase of key equipment. 

The business supports one livelihood, which, alongside providing 
a steady income to its owner, also contributes to environmental 
protection and the preservation of traditional skills.

Activities
For the preparation of his straw bales, Jānis used CAP business de-
velopment support from LEADER to purchase a mower-ball seeder 
and a feed conveyor.

Main results 
 > A new business - ‘Jānis ECO B&C’ - was created, ensuring an in-

creased income and sustainable employment for the beneficiary.

 > Jānis hired two young people as apprentices, to pass on this 
ancient and historically important craft.

 > The use of organic reeds and straw for roofs has several cli-
mate and environmental benefits, including the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions, increased carbon sequestration and 
conservation, and the preservation of biodiversity.

Key lessons and recommendations
 > Businesses based on traditional rural skills and natural materi-

als offer vital alternative solutions to conventional building and 
construction.

 > Traditional rural skills are part of our shared cultural heritage, so it 
is crucial that they are preserved.
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Quote
“Our task is to install straw and reed roofs 100% 

according to the accepted guidelines and local 
methods. It provides roof quality, service life 
guarantee, delights the owner, and makes us satisfied 
with a job well done.”

Jānis Pucitis

Additional information:

www.janiseco.com/

www.facebook.com/JanisEcoBC
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